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Commissioner of MN 
Finance Dep t. Visits 
Gerald Christenson, Commission-
er of Finance for the State of MN, 
paid a visit to WSU last Friday, 
when he talked with WSU students, 
faculty, and administration. 
Friday afternoon, Christenson 
made some comments to, and 
answered questions from, members 
of the WSU administration, the 
WSU Student Senate, and the 
Winonan. 
In talking about the finances of 
Minn., he gave statistics comparing 
how Minn. is taxed compared to 
other states. Minn. has the 4th 
highest per capita income tax, the 
_24th highest property tax, and the 
36th highest Sales tax. All together, 
they make Minn. have the 8th 
highest taxed state per capita. 
Looking at how the Minn. tax pie 
is sliced, he noted that 30 per cent of 
the Budget goes to relief and aid for 
local governments. He called this 
amount an intergovernmental trans-
fer, lessening the property tax load 
on districts that can't afford to pay 
more. 
by John Hotzfielcl 
The Ozark Mountain Daredevils, 
whose music has been described by 
the Rollingstone Magazine as 
"southern boogie," "country rock," 
"middle-period Beatles," "folki-
ness", and "hard-edged sixties 
rock," will be performing at Old 
Memorial Hall tonight at 8:00 p.m. 
The 'Ozarks' consist of eight 
members and are listed as follows: 
Steve Cash, who plays harmonica 
and sings lead baritone, co-authored 
"If You Want to Get to Heaven," 
and their famous hit song, "Jackie 
Blue." He lives outside his home-
town of Springfield, Missouri. He 
says, "I like to put a little yang in 
along with all the yin." 
John Dillon, (vocals, guitar, 
keyboards, fiddle), grew up on a 
farm in Stuttgart, Arkansas in the 
Mississippi delta country. After 
Two-thirds of the funds left go to 
education, with the remaining third 
going mostly for Health, Welfare, 
and Corrections. 
Although a large amount of funds 
go to education, Christenson felt it 
was a worthwhile investment in 
Minnesota's future. 
After his talk, Christenson was 
asked a few questions. 
The first question was: Although 
Minn. is doing a good job educating 
its citizens, a recent study showed 
that many students were leaving 
the state after graduation because 
of lack of job opportunities. How do 
we provide jobs after graduating? 
Christenson answered that ac-
cording to a recent study by the 
state demographer, Minn. is gaining 
a few more people than it is losing. 
For example, in a study of health 
care needs, we have a new plus. We 
educate doctors who go elsewhere, 
yet even more new doctors come 
here from elsewhere. He noted, 
however, that there is a legitimate 
"floundering" around and getting 
ripped off by his manager, he met 
Steve- Cash and songwriter Larry 
Lee. They formed a band, and after 
travelling around for awhile, they 
were signed by A & M. Six weeks 
later they recorded their first album 
as the Ozark Mountain Daredevils 
in London, England. 
Larry Lee is described as a 
"wayward writer" and was sta-
tioned in Puerto Rico after he joined 
the Navy in 1965. In Puerto Rico he 
helped form a band called Triology 
and joined the Ozarks along with 
Dillon and Cash. 
Mike (SUPE du jour) Granda, 
(bass guitar and vocalist), is known 
as "The Missouri Kid," and is a 
carpenter and craftsman in his 
spare time. He has a 160 acre farm 
and plans on building his own home. 
Steve Canaday is described as the 
debate over whether we are doing 
enough for the baby boom people 
that are now starting to look for 
jobs. 
Another question asked was 
about the new policy prohibiting the 
transfer of funds in the budget 
system. According to policy no 
transfer of budget items would be 
allowed. It was asked whether this 
might not tend to encourage 
spending for unneeded things. Also, 
would this be - an erosion of local 
control? 
Christenson replied that Perpich 
was as Lieutenant Governor too 
many conferences with two state 
cars coming from the same place. He 
noticed that lunches were often 
taking too long. "Perpich believes in 
fair salaries," Christenson said, "but 
he wants them to work hard." 
Perpich has asked the legislature to 
establish a task force on waste. He 
has concluded that he would 
demonstrate that real savings could 
be made. Perpich does believe, 
though, that government is too 
complex to control from St. Paul. 
"Godfather of the band." Canady 
started touring with the band in 
1975 and is now the full time 
drummer. 
Rune Walle is the band's lead 
guitarist and is originally from 
Bergen, Norway. He met the Ozarks 
in London, England in 1971 and one 
year ago became a regular member 
of the band. 
Jerry Mills plays the mandolin 
and met the "Daredevils" while he 
was a member of the Nitty Gritty 
Dirt Band. He joined the "Ozarks" 
in May, '76 and lives in Evergreen, 
Colorado when he's not working 
with the band. 
Ruell Chappell is known as the 
baby of the band. He is also from 
Springfield and plays piano and 
keyboards, sings, and writes lyrics 
and music. Chappell joined the 
Ozarks on their '76 Canadian Tour. 
Mitch Penney, Minnesota State 
University Student Association 
(MSUSA) President, was tempor-
arily removed from his position last 
weekend by the MSUSA Council, 
because he "is not a student this 
quarter." 
According to the MSUSA Articles 
of Operation, the President must be 
a "student." Mitch is finishing up 
some incompletes this quarter, but 
he is not registered for any class. 
Yet System Policy, Section 8, 
entitled, "Tuition, Fees, and Assess- 
On Wednesday evening, October 
26, 1977 at 6:05 p.m., a formal 
unannounced inspection of the food 
service was made by Jim Schu-
mann, Student Senate President; 
William Brockman, food service 
committee representative; and Dr. 
John Kane, Vice President for 
Student Affairs. The results of the 
food service inspection were as 
follows: 
1. The menu was posted 
2. Silverware, dishes, and trays 
were available 
3. The salad was fresh 
4. Carrots and onions were fresh 
5. All entrees listed on the menu 
were still available at 6:15 p.m. (A 
fresh pan of beef was put on the 
serving line at 6:15 p.m.) 
6. Students were served until 6:25 
p.m. 
7. Bread and rolls were available 
8. Fresh fruit was available 
9. All milk and pop containers 
were full and working  
ments", says that registration is not 
complete until tuition is paid. 
Although one may be finishing up 
incompletes, a person is not 
registered, and not officially a 
student. 
Mitch had no comment to make. 
The MSUSA Council will decide 
what permanent action to take at its 
meeting next month. In the mean-
time, Dave Easterday, of St. Cloud, 
will take care of the MSUSA 
President's duties until final deci-
sions are made next month. 
10. Ice was not available 
11. Service was good; it took 
seven minutes for us to go through 
the line 
12. Food was warm and tasty 
13. Recommended temperatures 
for the four-cycle dishwashing 
machines and the actual tempera-
tures were as follows: 
Recommended Actual 
Cycle 1 100-120 144 
Cycle 2 140-160 162 
Cycle 3 170-190 181 
Cycle 7 180-200 152 
Recommendations: 
1. Change water for ice cream 
scoops at 30-minute intervals during 
peak periods until disher-wells are 
installed. 
2. Check the fourth-cycle temper-
ature gauge „on dishwashing ma-
chines. 
The over-all rating of the food 
service was very good. 
Food-Service 
Re-Evaluated 
Inside 
City Council Primaries Page 2 
MARK 
 
IT 
 
FOODS 
  
No Propaganda 
Just Everyday Low Prices 
PLUS Red Hot Specials 
on the highway at Miracle Mall 
Bells 	 Cups & Saucers 
Angels Gloss Animals 
Spoons 	 Thimbles & Music boxes 
i■VNGtiC/ Giftrie, 
(507) 452-8305 
PLAZA SQUARE IN WINONA, MN. 
A unique gallery of imported gifts including your favorite 
collectibles. 
Hours: 	Mon.-Fri. — 9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Saturday — 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Sunday —1 p.m.-5 p.m. 
Mitch had no real platform; only a 
few thoughts to offer: 
1. If there is a possibility of 
increasing housing standards, he 
would work in that area. 
2. After he read the reports to see 
if a new mall would be necessary on 
the East End, if the people of the 
3rd ward supported it, he would 
support the establishment of a new 
mall. 
3. There has to be something 
done, he feels, in the University 
area to relieve the parking problem. 
3. She worked for and supported 
the efforts of businessmen and the 
mayor's council to implement the 
renewal of empty parcels of land in 
USED HOUSEHOLD ITEMS, 
FURNITURE, APPLIANCES 
ANTIQUES, etc. 
at tremendous savings 
WINONA SELLING SERVICE 
CONSIGNMENTS, BUY, SELL 
220 E. 3rd St.-Winona, MN 55987 
Phone 507-454-2101 
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:00 
- 	Fri. till 9:00 p.m. 
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2 WSU Students Running  
City Council Primaries Held Nov. 8 
"Crow" Stresses 
Economic Development 
Rodney Lindberg 
W1NONAN Photo Editor 
If a barefoot, bearded man should 
walk up to you and tell you he is 
running for the Winona City 
Council's third ward seat, believe 
him, because you are talking to 
Loren "Crow" Bellrichard, and 
campaigning barefoot is his way to 
symbolize the hard times that have 
hit a lot of people. 
The political scene is not new for 
Crow, as he is called. Last year he 
campaigned for state senator from 
his hometown of Austin. 
"I campaigned because I believed 
there was a conflict of interest with 
the incumbent. I felt the people of 
Austin deserved an alternate view-
point," stated Crow in an interview 
Wednesday. "I didn't win the 
election, but neither did the 
incumbent, which was my goal." 
Crow feels the main issue in 
Winona is the direction of the 
economic development taken by the 
city council. "There should be more 
emphasis on the development of 
small business," Crow said. "We 
should also investigate a better way  
to pay taxes other than the property 
tax which weighs heaviest on small 
businesses and retired persons on a 
fixed income. I believe one way 
would be to tax luxury items to the 
maximum." 
"I only want to serve one term as 
a council member." Crow admitted, 
"I believe it should be a rotating 
citizen's council, not a haven for 
professional politicians. The council 
needs more citizen input. If the 
citizens do not come to the council 
with their views, then the council 
should go out into the city to get-the 
citizens' views." 
Another mistake Crow feels the 
council has made is the plan for 
moving the statue of We-no-nah 
from Lake Park to the downtown 
plaza. "Moving We-no-nah is a 
pointless exercise," he claims. 
"They are taking a statue of a lady 
who lived in the surrounding forest 
lands and died in the forest lands 
and are going to move her down to 
the plaza to be surrounded by 
concrete instead of leaving her in 
her natural setting." 
Crow decided to attend Winona 
State University as a graduate 
because of "the fantastic people 
here who are willing to accept you 
rather than question you, and the 
outstanding environment of Win-
ona." He figures the sutdents at 
WSU can become much more active 
if they would organize more. 
"Cooperation among the students 
rather than such heavy competition 
could help to make this a better 
school," Crow predicted. 
Loren Bellrichard was born in 
1946 and spent his first twenty 
years living on a farm near Austin, 
"I attended a small country grade 
school which I feel was a very 
beneficial experience. Crow said, "I 
later went to Pacelli High School 
where I was president of the senior 
class. I volunteered for VISTA in 
the spring of 1966 and spent my 
time in that organization till late 
summer of 1967 on an Indian 
reservation in North Dakota. I 
attended the University of Minne-
sota where I received a degree in 
sociology-social work. The U.S. 
Army drafted me after graduation 
in 1969 and I served till September 
1971. I tried going back to the U. of 
M. for a quarter but decided it 
wasn't for me at the time so I went 
traveling out to California for the 
winter." 
Crow has determined that the 
person who will win this election is 
the person who gets out and talks to 
the people and gets involved with 
them. "I can only afford a grassroots 
campain," he admitted, "but I want 
to break down the stereotypes 
people have of elected officials 
because I believe you can't tell a 
book by it's cover." 
Penney 
Wants to 
Improve 
Winona 
by Stuart Levin 
"I'd like to become more involved in 
city government and in helping in 
any way I can to improve the city of 
Winona," Mitch Penney answered, 
when asked why he was running for 
the 3rd council seat in the upcoming 
city council elections. 
As a second reason, Mitch said, "I 
don't think that the incumbent, Jan 
Allen, is representing the ward that 
well." 
Mitch was President of the WSU 
Student Body last year, and is now 
the President of the Minnesota 
State University Student Associa-
tion (MSUSA). He is also presently 
working for A.R.A. Slater Food 
Service full time, and is taking an 
Oral Interpretation Class and The-
atre Activities. 
With so many things to do, Mitch 
was asked when he would find the 
time to fulfill his obligations. He 
didn't see the time element as a 
problem. "The main thing is 
wanting to do things," he said. 
4. At all major avenues and 
streets that cross the Milwaukee 
Railroad tracks, he would like to see 
crossing arms put in, with the 
exception of Franklin Street, where 
by Susan Leberg 
In an interview, by Susan 
Lerberg, incumbent city council 
member Jan Allen discussed why 
she wanted to represent the third 
ward for her second term. Before 
discussing any election issues, Allen 
presented some personal back-
ground so that people could 
understand why she acts and feels 
as she does. "I never do anything 
half way. While my children were 
growing up, I didn't feel I had the 
time to devote to city government." 
Elaborating on this she said, "I am a 
very practical person." 
She cited some of her accomplish-
ments for the last term being: 
1. Helping establish the contract 
for the new combined city-county 
law enforcement center which is to 
be built where the old one is now 
standing. (A new city-county jail 
must be built. The city jail hasn't 
met federal and state codes for 
many years so city prisoners have 
been kept in the county jail. Now 
inspectors say the county jail codes 
aren't being met either." Studies 
show that it would cost just as much 
to have the old jail restored as it 
would to build a new one. 
2. Allen was involved in the 
railroad tracks controversy. When 
everything was "said and done", it 
was determined the city council 
'didn't win the property, so there 
was nothing the council could do.  
cross-arms might not be feasible. 
Mitch does not have a campaign 
organization. He plans instead to go 
door-to-door in his campaign. 
the downtown area. 
Allen emphasized that she is 
presently very interested in having 
local industrial-commercial develop-
ment rather than the city of Winona 
renting the land to somebody in 
Chicago (absentee renters). 
When asked how she viewed her 
relationship with the student body 
of Winona State, Allen replied that 
she was much heartened by the first 
City-College Relations Committee 
meeting held earlier this month. 
The attitude of the last (year's) 
committee wasn't good, she felt, as 
those in "the college relations 
meetings were very selfish." The 
representatives for the college have 
a "what is the council going to do for 
me" -attitude. This year's college 
representatives, she senses, seem 
much more willing to take a "public 
relations attitude" about their 
dealings with the council. This 
council is made up of three members 
of the city council and one member 
from each of the three colleges. 
Allen hopes to employ the 
Continued on page 3 
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• Latest Releases 
• Tapes 
• Used LP's 
• Paraphernalia 
• Incense 
• Record Care Products 
• Posters 
• Comics & Magazines 
And More I 
WINGS of MUSIC 
73 West Mark 
 
    
WILL PHOTO 
edstidete 
7etiasetace 
•SLIDES 	• MOVIES 
: • ENLARGEMENTS 
.• BLACK & WHITE FILM 
Plus ... Next Day Service on 
Kodacolor II (110, 126, 35mm). 
In by 10 a.m. — ready by 5 the 
next day. 
MON - FRI 8 AM - 5:30 PM 
SAT 9 AM - 3 PM 
PHONE 451-1058 
410 CENTER ST 
(1 BLOCK EAST OF MAIN 
BETWEEN 8th & 9th) 
Allen Stresses 
Accomplishments 
Learn To Drive 
Take 
Driving Lessons 
In Between Classes 
• We pick you up. 
• We provide cars. 
• We give lessons. 
When you want them. 
Adult and student driving 
instruction. 
dst\f‘ 
DRIVING SCHOOL 
Phone 452-7222 
Between 1 - 5 PM 
ACCOUNTING AND 
FINANCE MAJORS 
LET US HELP YOU PLAN 
AHEAD TO BECOME A CPA 
IMEES.A 
CPA 
REVIEW 
2921 Marine Circle 
Stillwater, MN 55082 
(612) 823-1007 
OUR SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS REPRESENT 
1/3 OF USA 
I 
ACCOUNTING AND 
FINANCE MAJORS 
LET US HELP YOU TO 
BECOME A CPA 
CPA 
REVIEW 
2921 Marine Circle 
Stillwater, MN 55082 
(612) 823-1007 
COURSES BEGIN MAY 22 & NOV 21 
OUR SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS REPRESENT 1/3 OF USA 
(16111H---0 
*1%14y/bye 
SPECIALS WITH COLLEGE ID 
OPEN 11 AM to 11 PM s goer solmq  
OMB collies 
't 5 \ 
The world's first 
1500 B. C. 
established in Egypt about was ZOO 
Make music ... make notes ... make it hap-
pen, on tape with the TC-56. For meetings & 
memos flip the "speech" switch so lower 
voices aren't overpowered by louder ones. In 
the "music" position the TC-56 picks up the 
entire dynamic range of the music being re-
corded. Either way you get top quality tapes 
every time, with a built-in electret condenser 
mic. The rugged TC-56 can take all the 
bumps and turns too—in a car, on a boat or 
on a plane, thanks to'the counter-inertial fly-
wheel system insuring tape speed stability. 
Make tracks to see the TC-56 today. 
"IT'S A SONY" 
LandlnerMusit 
64 E. 2nd 	Winona 
‘ 111■Nomosilmoomv 	
Make it 
happen... 
on tape with the TC-56. 
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Campus Shorts 
Continued from page 2 
city-college relations committee to 
make more aware of the "good 
young people we have." The 
committee could be the means by 
which the council could find out 
what concerned the students. "City 
officials don't always know what's 
going on student's minds — unless 
they tell us. We're not clairvoyant, 
you know, Allen stated. 
On the issue of housing standards, 
Allen felt it was a "two-edge sword 
situation." If students called up the 
city inspectors to have them see if 
living standards were not up to 
code, possibly forcing the landlords 
to make improvements, the land-
lords would have every right to 
raise the rent. "The landlord can 
prove the expenses so maybe the 
kids were paying $60 in rent — and 
it was a good price. Is it worth it to 
have their rent go up to improve 
their property?" 
When asked what she thought 
about the East End Mall and if she 
thought it would give the dowtown 
merchants more competition so they 
would lower their prices she 
responded, "No. We are up to our 
ears in discount stores. For in-
stance, we have a Spurgeon's, 
Kresge and Woolworth downtown, 
not to mention the West End 
Shopping Mall. If the city would 
allow the Erickson Company or any 
other retail store, it wouldn't hurt 
the competition downtown anyway 
— because the location is too far 
away." Allen noted, "No developer 
has agreed to do an economic study 
to see if the total good of the town 
would be taken care of. Can Winona 
support another shopping center?" 
Questioned on the Winona Bus 
Service, Allen admitted that the 
contractor had promised we'd have 
our buses by October 1. "They 
haven't arrived, so we are charging 
them $50 per day per bus. All the 
ACADEMIC RESEARCH 
All Subjects 
Fast, professional, and proven quality. 
Send $1.00 for the current edition of our 
220 - page mail order catalog. 
(213) 477 - 8474 
P.O. Box 25916-Z, Los Angeles, CA 90025 , 
routes have been established and 
we are building a new bus shelter 
downtown. So we'll be in business as 
soon as the buses arrive. 
BCA Party is 
"Monstrous" 
by Stuart Levin 
and Susan Leberg 
The Black Cultural Awareness 
Association held a masquerade 
Halloween party last Friday in the 
East Cafeteria, attended by about 
50 goblins, creatures of the night, 
and several other horrible-to-ima-
gine-creatures. 
After finding the Invisible Man, 
The Winonan asked him what he 
thought of the party. "Great, really 
great, man. Now pardon me while I 
disappear." 
One student, when asked what he 
was dressed as, said: "Nothing." We 
can't tell you what his costume was. 
(Hint: It wasn't his birthday.) 
The Winonan interviewers were 
suddenly accosted by a nun. When 
asked for her impressions of the 
party she replied menacingly, 
"Bless you son. Now get the H-11 out 
of Dodge City." The Editor request-
ed that the rest of the Nun's prayers 
be left to the winds for posterity's 
sake, and be left out of this issue. 
The President of Horror, who 
says he changes during Sunlit hours 
to "GGG", the Glorious God of 
Goodness, said, "I feel too horrible 
to talk right now." 
So, the Winonan reporters left, 
looking with panic over their 
shoulders, hoping that they would-
n't be chased by any of the horrific 
creatures that were lurking in the 
shadows. 
ESP CONDUCTS CONSUMER CLASSES 
The External Studies Program (ESP) is 
conducting evening classes designed to increase 
consumer awareness on energy conservation 
measures. The class, concerned with solar energy, 
will meet on Thursday, November 3 and 10 from 
7:00-10:00 p.m. 
For more information, report to the ESP office at 
112A Somyen Hall. 
GERMAN FOR TRAVELERS 
In collaboration with the Depart-
ment of Foreign Languages, the 
Department of Continuing Educa-
tion will be offering a new 2-credit 
course, "German for Travelers" 
during Winter Quarter 1977/78. 
Classes will meet Thursdays from 
7:00 to 9:00 p.m. in Samsen 312. 
The Course offers training in 
basic German for persons with little 
or no background in German. 
Practice will be provided in under-
standing and speaking German in 
situations in which travelers find 
themselves: Hotels, restaurants, 
post office, as well as shopping, car 
repair, sightseeing, etc. The course 
counts as an elective in the 
Humanities area and may be taken 
for a grade or on a pass/no credit 
basis. To register, contact: CON-
TINUING EDUCATION, 112 Som-
sen, Winona State University. 
Attn: College Travelers 
Student wanted on campus to 
represent Florida-based Hotel 
Chain, for purpose of selling 
Christmas and Spring Break 
Trips. Earn free trips plus 
money. Send resume to: 
Hilton Resorts, Box K, Pana-
ma City Beach, Florida 32401. 
Satori, the campus literary maga-
zine, is now seeking student, 
faculty, and alumni creative work 
for its spring edition. Poetry, short 
stories, drawings, paintings, photo-
graphs, photos of sculpture, and 
other creative work should be 
turned in to Minne 319. The 
deadline is February 15, For further 
information, call Mr. Lund, advisor, 
at 457-2949. 
DR. ALDRICH 
AWARDED GRANT 
The Minnesota Humanities Com-
mission has awarded Professor 
Brian C. Aldrich a grant to prepare 
a series of public programs entitled 
"Alternative Images of the Missis-
sippi." The grant is held in 
cooperation with the Department of 
Sociology, the Winona County 
Historical Society, Citizens for a 
Clean Mississippi, and Winona State 
University. 
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
BURROUGHS CORP. 
Wed., Nov. 9, 1977 — 9:00-4:30 - 
(Interested in interviewing candi- 
dates for Sales positions. Burroughs 
sells commercial business forms — 
established territory in the Winona 
area — excellent starting salary 
with good chance for advancement. 
Must have 3.0 grade point average.) 
WALLACE BUSINESS FORMS 
Mon., Nov. 14, 1977 — 8:30-4:30 
WALLACE BUSINESS FORMS 
Mon., Nov. 14, 1977 — 8:30-4:30 
(Interviewing for Sales positions 
with good established company. 
Excellent starting salary plus fringe 
benefits.) 
Contact Winona State Placement 
Services for interview time. We ask 
that you have your credentials and 
resume on file at least 48 hours prior 
to your interview. 
The Pitcher Of Perfection 
Shorty's 
D. J. Lounge 
And Restraunt 
Sunday Specials On Pitchers And Cocktails 
9 - Midnight 
LOUNGE OPEN 10 AM - 1 AM Mon - Sat 
Sunday Noon til Midnight 
528 Center Street 
RING DAY 
SALE 
MEN's TRADITIONAL 
SILADIUM ® RING 
ONLY $59.95 
ARTORVED RING DAY 
That's when the ArtCarved representative will be here 
to help you select your custom-made college jewelry. 
It's also the day you can charge your ArtCarved 
college jewelry on Master Charge or BankAmericard. 
place: 	 time: 
9 AM - 3 PM 
At The Bookstore 
	Nov 14 - 15 
2 DAYS ONLY 
( !if found idea iforefi  
YOUR AUDIO STORE 
IN PLAZA SQUARE 
An 
e inently 
sound ideal 
Nov 	PIONEER RT 707 
REEL TO REEL TAPE DECK 
AUTO REVERSE - DIRECT DRIVE 
4 HEADS - 3 MOTORS 
$ 57 Roo 
Sugg. List 
STOP IN AND 
LISTEN TO IT 
ALBUMS 
	$4.99 
FISHER 	SONY 
HOURS M-F 9:30 - 9 SAT 9:30 - 5 SUN 1 -5 
AT SOUND IDEA STORES PLAZA SQUARE 
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Dr. Jefferson Discusses 	Daily Calendar 
Ecotones 
by Mary Lou Wilson 
Last Wednesday afternoon Dr. 
Carol Jefferson spoke to the WSU 
Biology Club on "Investigating the 
Ecotone of Swamps: An Example of 
Science Clarifying the Law." She 
talked about her recent research 
project for the Environmental 
Protection Agency and the Army 
Corp of Engineers. Under the 1972 
Amendment to the Federal Water 
Quality Act, these two agencies 
were given the responsibility to 
regulate the use of coastal wetlands. 
However, since the definition of the 
boundaries in the amendment were 
by Senate Reporter 
Maryann Vazquez 
MEET and DISCUSS. Six Sena- 
tors were appointed to the Meet and 
Discuss Committee. Those appoint- 
ed to the committee are as follows: 
Jim Schumann, Michele Amble, 
Mary DiMarco, Scott Peak, Jim 
Dagel, and John Hoey. Meet and 
Discuss is a committee composed of 
nine students. It meets twice each 
quarter to discuss any disagree- 
ments which may arise between the 
Senate and the Administration. 
Three rotating positions were left 
open, the positions will be filled as 
they are needed by groups, through- 
ambiguous, they needed a clearer 
definition to use in court when 
boundary disputes arose. Dr. Jeffer-
son said her project involved the 
determination of swamps ecotone or 
community boundaries by using 
plants as biological indicators. 
Dr. Jefferson and her assistants 
began their research by _choosing 
sixty possible sites from topogra-
phical maps of all the coastal areas 
of the Great Lakes. By studying 
aerial photographs and soil maps, 
they narrowed the number down to 
twenty-six naturally preserved wet-
land sites of eight varieties. They 
out the year. 
RESOLUTION 77-4 Student Sen-
ate passed a Resolution submitted 
by Senator Mike Neiland and 
Treasurer Mary DiMarco. Groups 
or organizations wishing to post 
materials must now abide by one of 
the following rules: 1) Any organiza-
tion posting materials dealing with 
meetings or events is responsible 
for its removal within 24 hours 
and/or the next academic day. 2) 
Organizations having official boards 
are responsible for its material and 
timely removal of that material. 3) 
General information material shall 
be dated at the time of posting and  
then flew over the sites along an 
eighty-mile stretch of Lake Huron 
to get a better idea of the varieties. 
The next part of their research" 
involved systematic sampling and 
identification of the plants in the 
ecotones at the sites to determine 
which plants indicate a wetlands 
ecotone. 
Dr. Jefferson showed some slides 
which showed the varieties of sites 
sampled and which also illustrated 
some of their sampling techniques. 
She also displayed her packful of 
sampling equipment and explained 
the uses of some of them. 
removed within thirty (30) days. 4) 
Non-college material must be ap-
proved by the appropriate depart-
ment, and dated with the time of 
removal at the time of posting. 
COMMITTEE OPENINGS Stu-
dents are needed to fill the following 
committees: Student Services, Aca-
demic Affairs (A2-C2), Mass Media, 
and Faculty Evaluation. 
Faculty Evaluation Committee, 
which also includes a course 
evaluation, has five positions avail-
able: interested students contact 
Blayn Lemke at 457-2881.  
by Marcia Bolstad 
Thursday, Nov. 3 
7:45 p.m. Meditation Group' at 
Newman Center. Every Wednes-
day. Free Style. Instruction for 
beginners available. For informa-
tion call Alan at 452-7537. 
Newman Center, 475 Huff St. 
8:00 p.m. Wenonah Players present: 
"The Boys from Syracuse," a 
musical comedy based on Shake-
speare's "Comedy of Errors." 
Winona State's Sothsen Auditor-
ium. 
9:00 p.m. Alpha Xi Delta Bowling 
Party at Kobi Lanes and Lounge.-
Interested persons call 452-2926. 
9:00-11:00 p.m. Coffee House at 
Newman Center, every • Thurs-
day. Live music and conversation. 
Feature Singers: "Agape". 
Saturday, Nov. 5 
8:01 p.m. Winona chapter of the 
Society for the Preservation and 
Encouragement of Barbershop 
Quartet-Singing in America pre-
sents "Hobo Harmony" 22nd 
Annual Show. — Tickets: 
Farrell's Barbershop, Ted Maier 
Drug, or any Winona Barber-
shopper, Lindner's Music. Winona 
Junior High School Auditorium. 
Sunday, Nov. 6 
8:00 p.m. WSU Choir and Band 
Concert. Performing Arts Center. 
Monday, Nov. 7 
5:00 p.m. Kappa Pi Art Club 
Meeting. Watkins Hall. Rm. 203. 
4:30 p.m. Alpha Xi Delta has 
meetings Monday afternoons in 
Conference Room 122 Kryzsko 
Commons. 
Nov. 8-11 
8:00 p.m. Wenonah Players present: 
"A Doll's House," by Ibsen. Student Senate Update 
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Opinions Thinking about something different? Do you march to the beat of a different drummer? Let's hear from you. 
Letters to the Editor What Does One 
Another View 
	 Do About 
Presented on Parking 
	a "Peeper?" 
To the Editor of the Winonan: 
On October 26 I picked up a copy 
of my favorite free paper (the 
Winonan). I opened it and started to 
read the Opinions page. As I started 
reading, I began to get the same 
sick feeling as I do when I see a soap 
opera on TV. 
The letter was from a female, who 
had apprently been in the sticks so 
long she forgot where to hitch her 
horse when in town. She complained 
of having a rigid schedule which 
included pulling the udders on 40 
cows at 5:30 a.m. She also 
complained about being a full-time 
student, a wife, a herdsman and 
something about husbandry tasks. 
Her main obsession is yellow lines at 
WSU. 
I agree WSU has a severe 
To the Students of WSU; 
"Work, not words" are the orders 
given to your Student Senate as its 
basic rule of thumb for this year. 
The Senators you have elected have 
set their minds to achieve this 
objective and have started to move 
toward getting something accom-
plished this year. 
From the outside looking in, it 
may seem that the Senate is doing 
very little, but the reverse is very 
true. The Senate has definite goals 
to be accomplished this year, and 
has begun action to meet them. 
Committees have been set up on 
Housing, Faculty Evaluation, Facul-
ty Advisors, Course Description, 
Academic Affairs, and Student 
Services. 
All of these committees have 
shortage of parking spaces, (all we 
need is a few more tennis courts.) I 
have solved my parking problem 
without the use of those damn 
yellow lines. I simply park a block or 
two away and walk, and I don't 
come to WSU for exercise! Of 
.course I understand how some 
people must' conserve their energy 
for such things as racquetball. 
Crying about the way the 
administration is handling the 
problem is stupid. Of course if you 
like to park on yellow lines, just 
remember to bring $17.50 with you 
($2.50 for Yellow Cab and $15.00 for 
Borkowski). 
As for Borkowski keeping your 
car until he received his money, well 
that's just plain goold old Horse 
Sense. I can see myself walking into 
a business in Houston and saying 
openings for you, the student to 
help participate in the decision 
making process. As a matter of fact, 
the Student Senate would urge 
anyone interested in molding cam-
pus policies to stop in the Senate 
office and volunteer your services. 
The Senators need your input to 
develop the best possible programs. 
It is realized that committee work 
does take time initially, but it is the 
end product that makes all of the 
time spent worthwhile. Your Sena-
tors are willing to give of their time, 
are you willing to do the same? 
Work, not words should be the 
policy of every student, faculty 
member, and administration of 
Winona State. Help the Senate 
make it so, come in and talk to us. 
Michael J. Nieland 
Senate Public Relations Officer 
"charge it." I am sure they would 
say "sign here" (you bet). 
As for the children, where in the 
hell was dad? Could it be that he 
was working in the big city (keeping 
our employment up)? Or was he out 
putting up NO HUNTING signs? 
(How cold) 
It's bleeding hearts that take the 
fun out of reading my favorite free 
paper. Why don't you write to 
National Enquirer next and cry 
about the sunset being too early, or 
maybe not enough rain. (Nature is 
so damn mean.) 
James W. Banicki 
One of WSU's pro-linemen 
F.A.C. Info 
Given 
I would like to clarify some points 
in the recent editorial on the F.A.C. 
We started out the year with more 
than one member, which was noted 
later. We went into reorganizational 
stages, however, we lost much to 
graduation last year. 
The article declared "We have 
done nothing for the last several 
years, resting on our laurels." Last 
year we worked on: housing 
placements, certification, and as-
sembling a housing handb000k, and 
taken landlords to court. We've held 
candidates for office nights and have 
pushed voter registration. 
In the consumer area we've 
assembled data on co-ops. In the 
individual rights areas we've been a 
constant watchdog. 
The statement stated we were 
organized to fill a void in the senate. 
This is untrue. We were formed in 
1969 as Young Americans For 
Freedom. We changed to the F.A.C. 
for more local control. We operated 
in 1973 and 1974 in Senate functions, 
as well as • our own. We worked 
closely with the Senate and plan to 
continue doing so. We are not 
Senate functionaries, however. 
Our position on MPIRG was that 
they duplicate efforts of others at 
additional cost to students. Second-
ly they have a negative checkoff 
system for which a student would 
have to know he can refuse the 
MPIRG fee or get a refund. 
Otherwise your dollar is taken. 
These objections still hold and we 
are going to play watchdog on them. 
We do realize, however, that 
organizations can work together 
and specialize to perform functions 
more efficiently. Hence our Mon- 
day's resolution in support of 
MPIRG, which continued a watch- 
dog position performed by F.A.C. 
Greg Fletcher 
Dear Student Body, 
How would you react if you were a female resident of Sheehan Hall, or 
any other girl's dorm, and you were taking a shower when you suddenly 
noticed there was a strange man watching you? Incidents like this have 
occurred at Winona State very recently. These occurrences are a serious 
problem, and something must be done to avoid them. 
No doubt most of the students around campus have heard about some 
of these incidents. Most of the girls probably gasp and make a few 
nervous remarks, and the boys crack a crude joke or two when they hear 
about them. But, few of us give it much thought. 
In one incident the shower peeper was in Sheehan Hall and was caught 
in a bathroom where a girl was showering. When an R.A. and a few other 
girls tried to bring him down the stiars, he hit the R.A. and pushed 
another girl. He was then chased by a couple of girls to an alley across 
from the library and this is where the chasers lost him. The police were 
called, but they couldn't find him. 
A few days after this occurrence a police woman came to Sheehan to 
talk to the girls who had seen him. She got a description of him, and said 
that he probably wouldn't be back for quite a while. 
Now he's back again, and in a recent incident he actually grabbed a girl 
while she was showering in Richards Hall. Most of the descriptions of 
him seem to match, and the police think they may have a lead on this 
shower peeper: But until he is apprehended, there are a few precautions 
we can all take to avoid any further incidents. All it takes is cooperation 
of all the students who use the dorms and a little common sense. 
Most of my suggestions will pertain to Sheehan Hall since he's been 
seen two or three times in this hall. Sheehan houses about four hundred 
girls so it's probably a very intriguing place to a male shower peeper. 
It's a general rule that after the front doors are locked, all guys in 
Sheehan have to have a female escort. This rule is not always followed 
through. If it was, then all the other Sheehan residents would know that 
if they saw a guy without an escort, that he was a stranger that shouldn't 
be in the building. The security guard or an R.A. would then be called to 
make sure he left the building. If all the girls would cooperate, and escort 
their male friends in the building after the doors are locked, then 
everyone else in the building would feel much safer. 
One problem is that the shower peeper doesn't just come around after 
the doors are locked. He has been around in the morning, afternoon, and 
early evening. This means that more drastic actions may have to be 
taken., 
A suggestion to solve this problem would be to not allow boys without 
an escort at anytime on any of the floors except first. This would mean 
that any boy seen alone on second floor or higher simply did not belong 
there and could be made to leave. This suggestion is probably not the 
most desired, since the girl would have to be at the boy's side at all 
times. A less drastic suggestion would be to outlaw the use of the 
bathrooms by boys, except for the men's bathroom on first floor. This 
would take cooperation on the boy's part. If they had to use the 
bathroom they would have to go down to the first floor. Any guy in a 
bathroom anywhere else in the building would be trespassing. 
Another suggestion, which should be followed anyway, has to do with 
the late door for Sheehan. Nobody should be let in the late door unless he 
is with a girl he knows from Sheehan. We were all told this at the 
beginning of the school year, but I know some girls let in guys that they 
don't know if he says he's going to visit a girlfriend. No girl should do 
this. If a guy wants to see a girl bad enough, he should go someplace and 
call her, then she can come and let him in. Also, when a girl comes in the 
late door, she should make sure that it's closed and locked behind her. 
With the enforcement of one or more of these suggestions, and some 
cooperation, maybe we can reduce the chance of any further problqms 
with the shower peeper. After all, his next victim could be you or a close 
friend. 
Wendy Shipp 
An Asian tribe sets aside eight days a year when no work, 
bathing or visiting is done in order to give the spirit of 
rice a rest. 
Work, Not Words, 
Emphasized 
1* , 
Jeffrey Lueck as Sylvestro is 
much too handsome for the comic 
figure he portrayed. However, he 
was superb as, and exceptionally 
convincing as, a chain-swinging 
hood, and his inexhaustable source 
It all turned out to be an evening 
of unadulterated fun and a gusty 
show of ms. Fusillo's mental 
gymnastics, and her seemingly 
bottomless bag of tricks. 
Choir during rehearsal. [Photo by Casey Lake] 
Want a Musical Change of Pace? 
WISHBONE 
Thursday -- 
Nov. 10th / 7pm 
Mary E. Sawyer 
Auditorium 
LA CROSSE 
MARY E. SAWYER 
BOX OFFICE 
DEGEN-BERGLUND 
(Both Locations) -
La Crosse: 
METAMORPHOSIS 
HEAD SHOP, 
LEITHOLD'S, 
SHOPKO (RECORD 
DEPARTMENT), 
HARDTS MUSIC -
Winona 
$6.00 advance 
$6.50 show da 
00tri 07/*SS this 
eXCY17/79 ROCIC 4C77 
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Arts Etc. 
Scapino 
Makes Enjoyable Evening 
"Frontier" Photos are 
Historical 
by Georgette Bush 
Like a breath of fresh air, 
Scapino! hit the stage of Winona 
State's P.A.C. last Wednesday 
evening. With the atmosphere of a 
circus it began with a lobby show of 
juggling (hmm!) guitar playing and 
dancing. It was the perfect mood 
setter for what was to take place 
next. What did the place was an 
evening of irrepressible hilarity that 
left the audience in tears from 
laughter. 
The simplicity of the set designed 
by Jacques Reidelberger and James 
Danneker was the perfect offset of 
the brightly colored costumes and 
mood setting music. All of the work 
the crews put in added up to a 
delightful two hours. 
Ms. Fusillo said that the play was 
a good vehicle for each of the cast 
members to display their individual 
talents, and under her direction we 
did see some truly excellent 
performances. 
David Sampson as Scapino was 
excellent in a monologue between 
himself and an English soldier, an 
Oriental Kung Fu artist, a one-eyed 
pirate, and a parrot. He was 
dynamic in his control and handling 
of an outrageous, mischief making, 
conniving servant. 
James Danneker as Geronte and 
Ross Willoughby as Argone were 
equally stupendous in their portray-
als of the grumping, grouching 
fathers of their love-lorn children. 
They were powerful, striking, and 
well-developed in their perform-
ances. 
Mike Tracy as Ottavio and Pat 
Feehan as the dashing Leandro 
were brilliant examples in just how 
much a body can do, in their  
'energetic stage movement-. Al-
though, at times, clue to his voice 
inflections, Mike Tracy seemed 
barely out of puberty. Jana Kalmes 
as the flighty, wispy, sweetly 
innocent Giacenta and Teresa Peter-
son as the strutting gypsy girl, did 
seem somewhat detached from their 
characters, not as in control as they 
could have been. Teresa's throaty 
alto, and Janas vibratto were good 
foils for each other in a short mock 
operaetto, although there was not 
quite enough contrast in the melody 
to keep it interesting. 
Harmonic Textures, instrumental 
virtuosity, and rhythmic vigor: does 
it sound alluring? These musical 
treats and talent will be displayed 
by the Winona State University 
Concert Choir and Band. Their 
performance will be held Sunday 
night, November 6th, at 8:00 p.m. in 
the Performing Arts Center. 
Miss Elsie Naylor and Dr. Ivan 
Olson jointly direct the melodies 
sung by the choir. The program 
includes some acappella selections  
of acrobatics in his stage and body 
movement were as tiring to watch 
as they must have been to do. 
Deserving of honorable mention 
are Meg Trainor as the waitress and 
Mike Peterson as the singing 
waiter. Adding to the comedy with 
their excellent singing and amazing 
feats were Jim Adams, David 
Schwartz, Kelly Minard, David 
Odegard and Becky McConnell as 
the nurse. Honorable, honorable 
mention: Jim Adams for his 
amazing table cloth trick and Mike 
Peterson for his "Wild Irish Rose." 
Directed by Dr. Lee Mendyk, the 
concert band's repertoire includes 
songs varying from "Russian Christ-
mas Music" to the "Commando 
March." 
So do come for a musical change 
of pace this Sunday' evening! 
Remember: Jackson Browne can 
still "Pretend", Emmy Lou Harris 
can still board the "Luxury Liner", 
and Ozark Mountain Daredevils can 
still "Let It Shine."  
by Virginia Holbert 
The traveling exhibit "Photo-
graphing the Frontier" moved on 
this week after being shown 
through_ Oct. 20 at St. Mary's 
College, and Oct. 21 through 30 at 
the Winona County Historical 
Society. A bicentennial exhibition 
sponsored by the Smithsonian 
Institution, "Photographing the 
Frontier" was researched and 
written by Eugene Ostroff, Curator 
of Photography, National Museum 
of History and Technology. 
Most of the photos of stony-faced 
men, determined women, false front 
saloons, muddy main streets, and 
incredible landscapes, date from the 
late 1870's to about 1910, and are of 
surprisingly good quality. The text 
of the exhibit explains that new 
developments in photographic tech-
nology in the late 1870's made the 
art more portable and less compli- 
by Connie Wenner 
Tuesday, November 1 
9:00 p.m. SMC-Main Lounge; Byron 
Quam, Ragtime Piano 
Wednesday, November 2 
9:00 p.m. Ozark Mountain Daredev-
ils/Daisy Dillma.n Band, Old 
Memorial Gym WSU 
Thursday, November 3 
8:00 p.m. Musical-The Boys from 
Syracuse; Tri-College National 
Theatre Co., Somsen-WSU 
8:00 p.m. WSU Jazz. Band; Perform-
ing Arts Auditorium 
Friday, November 4 
8:00 p.m. University of Minnesota 
Orchestra, WSU Performing Arts 
Auditorium 
Saturday, November 5 
6:00 and 9:30 p.m. Film: Godfather 
Part II, Yons — SMC 
6:30 and 9:15 p.m. Film: "Nicolas & 
Alexandra", CST Roger Bacon 
cated, and enabled a great increase 
in the documentation of the west. In 
fact, the show contains a picture of a 
rustic photography studio planted 
temporarily amidst expanses of 
sagebrush and rock. 
"Old Glory", "In Town", "At 
Work", and "Family Album" are a 
few of the categories into which the 
photographs are divided. Whether 
shown working or playing, the 
people seem always to stare soberly 
into the camera. Apparently the 
taking of a picture was a solemn 
occasion. 
With fascinating detail these 
pictures provide a taste of the wild, 
wide open spaces and the hard life of 
the early west. Thanks to its 
extended run in Winona, "Photo-
graphing the Frontier" was avail-
able for anyone interested in the 
myth of the old west or the 
development of photography. 
Lecture Hall 
Sunday, November 6 
6:00 and 9:30 p.m. Film: Godfather 
Part II, Yons — SMC 
3:30 p.m. CST College Series #2 
Auditorium 
8:00 p.m. WSU Concert Band and 
Choir Concert, Performing Arts 
Auditorium, WSU 
Senior Art Exhibition, CST 
Cotter Art Center, Nov. 6-18 
Exhibit of Quilts by Sharon Sharp 
Pollock and Pottery by Marilyn 
Klinker, SMC Art Gallery 
Tuesday, November 8 
8:00 p.m. CST Faculty Concert/ 
Auditorium 
8:00 p.m. "A Doll's House", Dorothy 
B. Magnus Theatre, WSU Per-
forming Arts,' November 8-11 
8:00 p.m. James Dean & Daniel 
Leehall, Up & Co. Outhouse, 
WSU Snack Bar, Student Union 
by Sheila Sturtz • while others are accompanied by the 
brass choir. 
The Week 
in Perspective 
** Watch For The 1st * *34: X 
♦ Hemming's Anniversary Sale13: 
t Discount Prices And Lots Of Fun. 
♦:• ♦ OUTLETS ALSO AT CALEDONIA, WABASHA, LAKE CITY, 2 y 	RUSHFORD AND MORGAN MUSIC, MIRACLE MALL 
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM MONDAY- SATURDAY 
10:00 AM - 9:00 PM FRIDAY 
Nov 7 thru 12 
C) HEMMING'S ram 
103 Plaza East - Winona, Minnesota 55917 
Volleyball Team is 
Having Problems 
Winona State's volleyball team is 
swinging down toward the end of its 
season and tournament time, and is 
running up against teams which 
they will have to face during next 
week's state MAIAW tournament in 
St. Paul. 
In the last couple of weeks, the 
Spikers have competed against a 
number of the toughest teams in 
both Minnesota and Wisconsin, and 
have had trouble getting on track. 
Last Tuesday, the Warriors went 
across the river to face the 
University of Minnesota and UW-L 
teams in a triangular meet. The U of 
M beat the Warriors 15-7 and 1644, 
and UW-L downed WSU 15-6, 
15-11 
That dropped the Warrior record 
to 13-11, while the JV team split its 
two matches and closed out its 
season at 8-5. 
Winona also travelled to Duluth 
to compete in the UM-D Invitational 
this weekend. No results were 
available at press time. 
BAINAMERICANO 
master charge TUE.-WED. 
THURS. & SAT. 
9 to 5 
MONDAY & FRIDAY 
9 to 9 
it 
New Levi's , Dura Pius"' Denim 
Bells With Improved Shrinkage 
Control 
Traditional Levi's Denim Features: 
• Genuine Levi's indigo blue color 
• Fades with every washing 
• Soft, natural feel and comfort 
Plus These Added Benefits: 
• Less shrinkage 
• Fewer wrinkles 
• Improved fabric strength 
Tne TAB and Inc word Levi s • are regmtered trademarks ol lour Strauss 8 Co San Franoxo CA 	 Levi Strauss 8 Cu akt, 
11,&) Je mite 4 
79 Plaza West 
(Formerly Top & Bottom Shop) 
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Henderson Tops NIC-Again 
The long trip to Houghton, 
Michigan, for •  the NIC cross country 
championships last Saturday, did 
not affect Winona State's Daryl 
Henderson, as he captured NIC 
individual honors at the Michigan 
Tech course for the second year in a 
row in record fashion. 
Henderson logged a time of 31:51 
in winning the 10,000-meter race, 
and established a new NIC record 
for that distance. 
Henderson ran the kind of race he 
is becoming well-known for, a 
steady, consistent race which sees 
him come from back in the pack to 
win. He was about twentieth after  
two miles, then moved up to second 
at the four-mile point, and took the 
lead for good around the five 
mile-mark. 
Henderson, who called the course 
"a good one", did not think that the 
long distance gave him a distinct 
advantage. "I had to run the same 
distance as everybody else", was his 
comment. 
St. Cloud State's Dave Renneisen 
was second in 32:04. 
The rest of the Winona State 
team did not find the going quite as 
easy, as they could do no better than 
sixth place after taking third last 
year. 
Mankato State, returning to the 
NIC, this year grabbed team honors 
with 38 points. Following them were 
St. Cloud with 81, Michigan Tech 
with 88, Moorhead State with 115, 
Bemidji with 116, WSU with 121, 
UM-Duluth with 140, and South-
west with 187. 
After Henderson, the best time 
turned in by a Warrior came from 
Neal Mundahl, who finished 20th. 
Vern Augustson was 22nd, Bill 
Baker 38th, Tony Schiller 40th, Dan 
Mueller 49th, and Doug Mittelstadt 
53rd. 
Hopefully, the Warriors, who are 
guided by Myron Smith, will hit  
their peak this weekend in St. Paul, 
where they will run on a Como Park 
course in the District 13 Finals. 
The top three teams and top 15 
individuals, will advance from there 
to the national finals in Parkside, 
Wisconsin. 
Last year, Henderson was leading 
the field in the district meet during 
the last mile when he took a wrong 
turn which cost him the champion-
ship. 
Among others, the Warriors will 
face St. Olaf and Hamline Colleges, 
considered by some to be shoo-ins to 
advance to the national meet. St. 
Olaf is led by Matt Haugen, who has 
won a number of races this year. 
Time Out 
For Sports 
Hix Foresees Strong '77-'78 Team 
by Mike Killeen 
WINONAN Sports Reporter 
Ben Hix is entering his third year 
as head basketball coach this 
winter, and he calls his team the 
strongest since his tenure here. 
"Yeah, we're better off now than 
we have been since I've been here. I 
consider this the second year of 
recruiting, so we're finally going to 
be getting some seniors this year —
Bobby Lyons, Don Hageman, Wen-
dell Anderson, and Dale Walde are 
kids that I basically recruited. After 
three or four years of recruiting, 
your freshmen should be coming to 
the top and that's probably when 
you'd be the strongest", Hix said. 
The mentioned players could play 
a key part in improving last season's 
8-19 overall record. Lyons, a second 
team all-conference player last 
season, averaged 15.7 points a game 
from his guard position and was the 
team's leading scorer. 
Anderson, the 6-4 forward, was 
the team's leading rebounder with 
225 boards last season. He was also 
second in scoring with a 13.9 per 
game average. 
Hageman, last year's starting 
center, was the teams second 
,lea-ding rebounder and he averaged 
6.4 points a game. Hix said of 
Walde, "I think he's showing a lot of 
improvement and could be a big  
factor this year." 
Hix feels that his charges will not 
be "a super individual team" but 
rather will feature a team ball 
effort. "If we play good team ball we 
can have a good season. I think we 
have the guys to play team ball", the 
coach said. 
Hix continued, "We're not laden 
with talent, but I think we have 
enough real good players that if we 
play together as a team we've got 
enough guys we can shuffle in and 
out and enough depth to make some 
changes." 
Hix felt that he had a good 
recuiting year. "The sophomores 
and freshmen are important to our 
program", the third year coach said. 
Hix said that freshman Dave Cicmil, 
who played for Hibbing (Minnesota) 
High in two state championships, 
and sophomores Randy Skopham-
mer and Mike Krajnak will help the 
team. 
Junior college transfers also play 
an importaht part of the program. 
Hix said that junior college trans-
fers basically "help us fill holes until 
the freshmen come up to the top. 
Those cited were Tom Diggs, whom 
Hix labeled as a good player from 
Iowa Central. Community College; 
Oranges are classed botani 
cally as berries. 
Ron Gully, a transfer student from 
San Decento (Texas) Junior Col-
lege; and Rodney Folmar from 
Highland Park Junior College in 
Detroit. 
The Warriors play, in Hix's 
words, the "best schedule since I've 
been here. We play the same 
number of home games as away 
games, and this will defnitely help 
us." 
The NIC looks tough, as usual. 
"Everyone looks on par with 
everyone else," Hix said. He labeled 
the University of Minnesota-Morris 
as the favorite. 
Hix problems seems to lie in two 
areas: defense and quickness. Win- 
ona State finished next to last in 
defense last year in the MC. 
Hix said that "we've got to 
improve our quickness, improve on 
our defensive concentration, and 
play good man-to-man defense. I 
think that if we do this we could 
make real strides during the 
season." 
The Warriors open their 1977-78 
season November 19 when they host 
cross-town rival St. Mary's College 
at Memorial Hall. The Warriors 
later play the University of Du-
buque (November 25) and the 
University of Wisconsin-River Falls. 
(November 28), also at Memorial 
Hall. 
GRAND OPENING 
NOV 12th 
FREE DOOR PRIZES 
Kobi Lanes and Lounge 
By Winona Skate Capital 
452-6441 
Hours Mon -Sat 9 AM - 1 AM 
Sun Noon - Midnight 
Via WAV 
to NiVinG311011r. 
* Fast 3 day emergency Rx replacement 
* Soft and hard contact lense service 
* Vision care by licensed optometrist 
10% OFF 
OF ALL Rx WITH STUDENT ID 
(Shown at time of order) 
Westgate Optical 
OPEN 9-5 MON thru FRI 9-NOON SAT 
454-5384 	 AT THE WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER 
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Morris is Too Tough for Warriors 
by Mike Killeen 
WINONAN Sports Reporter 
WSU ceder Craig Knickrehm leads the way for fullback Dave Voss. [WINONAN Photo by Rod Lindberg.] 
NIC STANDINGS 
Conf. Overall 
WLWL 
Um-Morris 6 	0 8 	1 
Bemidji State 5 	1 5 	3 
Moorhead State 4 	2 5 	4 
UM-Duluth 3 	2 6 	2 
St. Cloud State 3 	3 4 	5 
Michigan Tech 1 	5 3 	6 
Southwest State 1 	5 1 	7 
WINONA STATE 0 	5 2 	6 
touchdowns before being taken out 
by Molde, while Siljendahl caught 
eight passes for 125 yards and one 
touchdown. 
The Warriors hope to win their 
first NIC game of the season 
Saturday when they play Southwest 
State at Marshall. Conroy said he 
thinks that his football team feels 
they are "a much better ballclub 
than Southwest. We're going into 
the next game with a positive 
attitude." 
Larson added his third PAT and the 
Cougars led 23-0. 
Conroy said that there is a 
weakness in the defensive second-
ary due to the fact it's been riddled 
with injuries. "Other teams have 
capitalized on it. They beat our 
defensive backs three or four times 
real badly", Conroy said. 
Kreb and Siljendahl had fine 
afternoons for the Cougars. Kreb, a 
sophomore, completed 14 of 20 
passes for 197 yards and two 
the Cougars led 7-0. 
Following two ball exchanges, the 
Warriors were forced to punt again. 
With the ball on the Winona 21, 
Ratner's attempted punt was 
blocked by linebacker Jeff Arnold. 
The ball rolled out - of the end zone 
for a safety, and Morris led 9-0. 
The Cougars drove 59 yards in 
five plays following Ratner's free 
kick for their second touchdown. 
The big play in the drive came on 
Kreb's first touchdown pass of the 
afternoon, as a 34 yard toss to split 
end Gary Frogner, who didn't have 
to break stride to catch the 
well-thrown pass. Larson added the 
extra point, and the Cougars led 
16-0 with 5:19 remaining in the first 
half. 
Just before halftime, UMM-
appeared heading for another score, 
but the Warrior defense stopped the 
threat on the Winona one-yard line. 
With no time-outs left, Kreb hit 
Witt with a five-yard pass but the 
Cougars were stopped on the one, 
and time ran out before UMM could 
call another play. 
Conroy said later that the size and 
the pursuit of the Cougars "took its 
toll towards the end of the first half' 
on his Warrior team. Of his 
defensive team stopping the late 
drive, Conroy said that stopping the 
drive "gives the players a little 
more incentive." 
Morris completed its scoring in 
the third quarter as the Cougars 
drove 73 yards in only seven plays. 
Siljendahl caught a 36-yard scoring 
pass from Kreb to cap the drive off. 
The University of Minnesota-
Morris football team scored 16 
points during the second quarter to 
send Winona State to its sixth 
straight loss, a 23-10 setback to the 
Cougars Saturday at Maxwell Field. 
"I think we played a nice second 
quarter", Morris coach Al Molde 
said following the game. The 
Cougars scored two touchdowns and 
a safety in a span of just over eight 
and a half minutes to give the 
Cougars their 19th straight NIC 
conference victory. 
The Warriors, meanwhile, scored 
their first offensive touchdown in 26 
quarters as quarterback Tim Ruhl 
hit split end John Surrency for a 
27-yard touchdown pass late in-the 
fourth quarter. A 48-yard field goal 
by Jeff Ratner accounted for the 
Warriors' other points. 
Winona State coach Frank Con-
roy called Morris, rated second 
nationally in the NCAA Division III 
poll, a "strong ballclub, both 
offensively and defensively. They 
are not a flashy team like Moorhead, 
(but) they grind it out and take long 
lengths of time to do it." 
A 24-yard return of a Ratner punt 
by UMM's Greg Lanners set up the 
Cougars first score. With the ball on 
the Winona 25, quarterback Al Kreb 
hit a wide open Jack Siljendahl, who 
was brought down on the Warrior 
three yard line. Jerome Witt went 
those final yards on the next play 
and with Keith Larson's extra point, 
Well, excuaumuse me! Spend a crazy evening with 
STEME 
i 
plus special 
guest 
JOHN 
SEM 
Ni4A 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 9, 8:00 P.M. 
All Seats Reserved-$7.008($8.00/ 
Tickets now on sale at the Auditorium Box Office; Degen-Berglund Stores, Both Locations; 
Shopko Record Department; Leithold's Music; Methamorphosis Records; J Et K Gifts I, Onalaska; 
Hardt's Music, Winona; Ben Franklin Store, Calidonia, Minnesota; Jackson Drugs in Sparta. 
TO ORDER YOUR TICKETS BY MAIL: Enclose a check or money order for amount of purchase 
and , include 250 for handling. Enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope and mail to STEVE 
MARTIN, Mary E. Sawyer Auditorium, 5th & Vine Streets, La Crosse, Wisconsin 53601. 
Mary E. Sawyer Auditorium 
La Crosse .. . ... 	 . . . 
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